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Sharing the Journey and the Joy

A Retreat Treat

Retreat 2014, The Rhythm of My Heart, is over,
and it has left many of us who participated with a
sense of well-being and minds brimming with
creative energy. Sharing questions, ideas, energy
and our wonderful dogs is what Retreat is all
about. One of the high points was Friday’s Titling Event. The For Exhibition Only category
was reinstated at this show which allowed more
teams to share their dogwork in the celebration of
freestyle, and we saw works in progress as well
as programs brought back simply for the joy of
sharing.

Having won the Canine Freestyle Federation’s
essay contest for a 2014 retreat scholarship, I was
honored to attend this year’s June retreat. Thank
you to CFF for awarding me this scholarship!
Thank you to Debbie Crain, (who has attended a
number of these retreats, who was my go-to and
ally for this over-the-top four-day event) for encouraging me to write the essay.

by Gaea Mitchel

There were three Level II titles awarded, one
from the A class and two from the B entries. Also, a brace of Beagles earned the first ever Level
IV Brace title, a bravely undertaken and beautifully executed achievement. What a day!
The Retreat and Titling Event were dedicated to
the memory of Sally Kirschenman, who for many
years was a beacon for members old and new.
Sally’s innate sense of artistry, her creativity, and
her loving sense of humor fostered an
environment in
which we all felt
safe venturing
into the mystery
and wonder of
freestyle dogwork. A new
award was introduced in her
Gaea and goats
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by Sue Osborn

Both Debbie and I attended as representatives of
the Gold Coast Freestyle Guild.
From Thursday to Sunday, there was so much to
absorb, learn, and experience, even without my
German Shorthaired Pointer, Dakota. Flying Dakota across country wasn’t an option, especially
considering my husband (whom I happily was
able to talk into going with me) and I ended up
on three planes to North Carolina because our
flight out of San Francisco had been cancelled.
Mayo, Debbie’s dog, didn’t make the trip to
North Carolina either. Flying from Napa to North
Carolina would have
been just too stressful for
both Mayo and Dakota.
I totally enjoyed the
many in-depth workshops, the fact that there
was lots of floor time for
more than 30 teams, the
opportunity to watch a
trial and, on the final day, Sue and Dakota
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memory, to be awarded at all future Titling
Events to the dog and handler team earning the
highest score in regular classes. The trophy is an
elegant crystal, deep sapphire blue, in a teardrop
shape. Names of each dog and handler earning
the award will be engraved on a plaque, and the
team will take home a crystal picture frame bearing Sally’s name. What a lovely way to honor
one of freestyle’s bright stars. At this event the
award was won by Yankee Doodle Bug, a terrier
mix brimming with spunk and personality, and
his handler Ann Holder. It was a delight to see
another of our dedicated members, handler, instructor and judge, receive this recognition. I’ll
bet Sally was pleased.
Thanks to Kerri Elfvin, who chaired the event
with the able assistance of the North Carolina
Guild and event secretary Susan Colledge.
Thanks to judges Joan, Susan, Betty, Elaine and
Ann. And most of all thanks to the exhibitors and
their willing canine partners for sharing their
journey and their joy.

seeing the performances created by the different
guilds. I was blown away with how each group
choreographed a team routine in less than 48
hours! The results were indeed impressive considering the short time period, varied skills, different dog sizes, the variety of dog breeds, and all
the individual handlers.
This retreat taught me how to better recognize
the special connection between a handler and a
dog while both move together to music in their
own unique way as a team. I learned I could play
a part in assisting with the choreography of the
performance put on by both Gold Coast and
North Star guilds. I now better understand important elements of dance routines such as concept, intent, openings, closings, and phrases.
And after watching all the dogs, I really do know
I still have a lot to learn. I can see the possibilities of a dance team, consisting of both a handler
and a dog, are unlimited when it comes to movement and creativity. All of this became much
clearer to me thanks to Joan Tennille along with
many others in the federation who all have her
vision and foresight coupled with their own to
make this organization what it is: to empower our
dogs to be center stage through freestyle.
I found myself leaning in, watching every nuance
of each exercise and demonstration, and keenly
listening to everything that was spoken by every
single presenter. Not taking Dakota was good in
that I was able to focus more intently. However,
watching everyone else work with their dog did
make me wish I had been able to bring Dakota. I
could see there were times when doing something with a dog, instead of just watching and
listening, would have been more valuable.

Ann Holder and Doodle accept the Sally Kirschenman
Award from Joan Tennille.
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I really enjoyed putting faces with names and,
after four days, I became very familiar with who
is who and who does what in the CFF organization. By Sunday, I had fostered newfound relationships with CFF members. I ended the retreat
with a great deal of appreciation in the way everyone welcomed me and made me feel at home. I
am so pleased and thankful for having had the
opportunity to attend this year’s retreat!
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CANINE FREESTYLE FEDERATION
RUN-THROUGHREGISTRATION
Saturday, September 27, 2014
12:00 B 4:00 P.M.
At Location of the November Titling Event
Winston Salem Dog Training Club
3800 Bethania Station Road
Winston Salem, NC 27106
$10 for each 10 minute time slot -- Make Checks Payable to Carolina Canine Freestyle Guild
No Registration on the Day of the Run-through. To register, mail this Form & check by
September 10, 2014, to:
Dana Pritchett
109 Hilton Avenue, Apartment 1
Durham, NC 27707
For questions: call 919 618-3522, or write to DPRITCHETT2@nc.rr.com, or deewallis@aol.com
We will accommodate schedule preferences as much as possible. Be sure to bring your music, on a CD
or iPod. We need your help to keep things moving on schedule, so please volunteer.
Name:
Dog name:

Phone Number:
E-mail address:
Number of Run-thrus desired: @ $10 each; total fee enclosed:
Any Schedule preferences:
Available to Volunteer? Y/N: - task preference:

Want to Save Trees and CFF Money?
Request the quarterly newsletter Paws to Dance by email. This will save the number of copies printed
and reduce CFF's cost of printing and mailing plus you will get your newsletter several days earlier. In addition you will see color photos from events as opposed to the black and white in the printed
newsletters. To receive your newsletter by email just send Carl Tennille an email with the subject
being CFF newsletter by email. Carl's email address is ctennille@aol.com

www. canine-freestyle.org
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Guild News—Staccato Notes
Canis Major Guild
by Julia Gregory
by Debbie Crain

Retreat has worked its magic and instilled a renewed energy in our guild members, even the ones
who didn’t attend! Dates have been set for additional classes and perhaps as many as five of us
will be headed for Winston-Salem in November.
We wanted to share three new rules for demos that
we’ve instituted after a less than ideal experience
recently.
1. No outdoor demos in June, July and August,
no matter who you are and how laudable your
cause. We’ll give you money instead.
2. No demos at concerts unless you guarantee no
sound checks other than our own will take
place while the dogs are present.
3. Touch base with your point of contact every
two weeks to review parameters of the demo,
just in case your demo time has shrunk by
75%!

Well, Sue and I are back home and have had a
moment to recuperate and to let Retreat sink in.
We both had a BLAST! It was unbelievable how
much information could be packed into a single
long weekend. We traveled a long way to get to
North Carolina and it was well worth it. Neither
of us could bring a dog, because of the distance
involved, but that doesn’t deter those of us who
are really interested in learning. We both have
mentors to work with long distance, but there is
no comparison to hands on learning. It was wonderful to see some old friends, meet new ones,
and see how all the different teams interpret the
creative exercises. This was Sue’s first retreat
and she loved having the time to watch how everything was done and to take lots of notes. We
will be sharing the DVD of the retreat as a tool to
back up our notes. This was my 3rd retreat and I
had tons of fun with my “rent-a-dog”! I wanted
to actually do some dogwork instead of just auditing this year and Susan Colledge was intrepid
enough to let me borrow her Yorkie. (sorry Susan
I really didn’t mean to teach her how to floor
surf!!) It gets kind of lonely out here in California with such a small group, but Retreat is what
keeps us energized and coming back for more.
The Carolina Guild was so organized and everything worked so well. We pitched in to help
when we could, but frequently the Guild was too
quick and already had everything done. Now if
we can just keep the ball rolling on the Forum in
order to help those of us who are learning it on
our own I’m sure we’ll keep improving by leaps
and bounds.

Sally Kirschenman (center) confers with Joan Tennille
(right) and Betty Swenson (left) in Joan’s training room.
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by Betty Swenson

The Sirius Guild was well represented at the Federation's biennial retreat, with eleven members in
attendance and several in the role of instructor,
plus exhibitor and judge for the titling event held
on Friday. It was exhilarating to re-connect with
friends from all over the country, many with new
dogs to admire, and to make new friends, both
human and canine. While we acutely felt the loss
of our dear friend Sally Kirschenman, her spirit
was with us and I for one could hear her laughter
as we attempted to put together a Team presentation with six dogs of varying levels of training
with a total of about one hour of practice time - it
was a hoot! It was lovely that the titling event
was dedicated to Sally's memory and that the Sally Kirschenman Award for Highest Scoring
Team in Regular Classes was presented for the
first time to recipients Ann Holder and Doodle
Bug.

Some members also participated in the Judges
Forum held the Wednesday before the retreat.
This was a quite valuable all-day discussion session which clarified the judging foci for the various levels of competition and hopefully got all
the judges on the same page.
The guild's efforts are now concentrating on two
areas: First, classes held at Capitol Dog Training
Club in Maryland and at Joan's Place in Virginia,
with the aim of recruiting new members and preparing presentations for the November titling
event in North Carolina; Second, fund raising for
our own event in 2015. Marge Hetrick and Pat
Mathews put together a lovely picnic basket
which was successfully raffled off at the retreat well done, ladies! We are also planning a series
of one day workshops covering various aspects
of training, choreography, etc, the first of which
was August 2. If anyone has a particular topic
you would like to see covered, we are happy to
entertain your ideas.

www. canine-freestyle.org

First Florida
Freestylers Guild
by Elaine Nabors

By Elaine Nabors

FFF has been quite busy as of late. We are growing in numbers in both Coco and in Jacksonville
which is very exciting!! We had great participation at the Retreat and everyone really seemed to
enjoy themselves. FFF was in charge of much of
the inner workings of the Retreat. In fact, Ann
Holder was a co-chair for the whole event and
Kerri Elfvin was responsible for the titling event
that was offered. FFF also took care of all of the
trophies with the donated guild money. Wendy
did the guild activity board and it was gorgeous!! It was amazing to see all of the pictures
and the long lists of accomplishments of the
guild throughout the years. Classes are held in
both Coco and Jacksonville and we meet as a
guild as well. We had a trial in Jacksonville in
February and aside from the snow that challenged travel for the judges, it was a huge success. We are looking forward to the new opportunities that are coming our way in the future.

“What is vision? It is a compelling
image of an achievable future.”
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Canine Freestyle Federation Titling Events
National Retreat Titling Event
Friday June 27, 2014
Results
Level I
Presenting in For Exhibition Only
Brenda Jameson’s Cavalier King Charles Spaniel Rainbow Dolcetto
Kerri Elfvin’sEnglish Setter Bentley Atworth
Level II
First Place Denise Gabour y’s Doberman Pinscher Rascala Idle Merit NEW TITLE
Second Place Leila Widgr en’s Standard Poodle De La Passion Charlemagne I Hope you Dance
Third Place Cynthia Leavitt’s Golden Retriever Cashmere’s Summer Lark
Level IIB
First Place Ann Holder ’s Mix breed Yankee Doodle Bug NEW TITLE
Second Place Kate An Hunter ’s Brussels Griffon Mercury McPherson’s Myotis NEW TITLE
Third Place Mar y Har tney’s Way To Go My Austrian DNA “Vienna”
Fourth Place J anet Dayton’s Greyhound Red Rain
Level III
First Place Bar bar a Long’s Stonemist Time Is On My Side
Level IV Brace
First Place Mar ilyn Hulme’s Beagles Lanbur Wild Pandemonium, CFFIV and
LanburRosies Are Red, CFFIV, CFF III-T

NEW TITLE

Level IV
Presenting in For Exhibition Only
Julia Gregory’s Pug Wildhaven’s Grinnin’ Milo
Highest Artistic Score
Marilyn Hulme’s Beagles Lanbur Wild Pandemonium, CFFIV and
LanburRosies Are Red, CFFIV, CFF III-T
Sally Kirschenman Award
Highest Scoring Team in Regular Classes
Ann Holder’s Mix breed Yankee Doodle Bug
The event was held at the Winston-Salem Dog Training Club in Winston-Salem, North Carolina. The
judges were; Susan Colledge, Ann Holder, Brenda Jameson, Elaine Nabors, Betty Swenson and Joan
Tennille. A huge thank you goes out to the members of all guilds that help put on this event.

www. canine-freestyle.org
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JUDGES COMMENTS FROM THE NATIONAL SPECIALTY
TITLING EVENT
Susan Colledge, Ann Holder, Brandy Jameson,
Elaine Nabors, Betty Swenson, Joan Tennille
The trial ran smoothly and was well organized
and staffed. The facility was fine and parking
was adequate. In addition there were a nice number of spectators who came to watch at the invitation of the Carolina Guild.
For the first time there were For Exhibition
Only (FEO) entries taking part in the trial. Level
I had only FEO exhibitors who did a nice job
sharing their dogs. The dogs seem to be making
good progress toward achieving regular competition status.
Level IIA went smoothly and the handlers and
dogs performed well. All three used the space
well and tried to show their dogs to their best advantage. Enhancement and phrasing was very
nice.
Level IIB had some new dogs that showed
potential and were on the right track but needed
additional training. The choreography when the
dog was on was fine but the quality was erratic
and trust was lacking. One routine excelled from
beginning to end and was delightful.
Level III was a mixed bag. There were moments of good work but the skills were not consistent. Lines and movements were muddy, dog
was rushed and choreography was heavy on use
of the center. The other team had control problems which ended in a happy, free-running dog
enjoying zoomies in and out of the performance
space and was excused.
Level IV Brace was a remarkable routine. It
showed training and sensitivity to the needs and
strengths of each dog. The shape in the center
with the each dog in a Thunder, one on right, one
on left backing away was perfection of harmonious balance of energy, timing and space. Wow!
Suggestions for improvement:
People seemed to overuse the rule that allows
the dogs to get adjusted to the flower pots
and the space. Once around the perimeter
of the space is allowed. Too much time
appears to focus some dogs on the flowers and distractions instead of the handler.
Attire was too casual and too flowing in some
cases which drew the eye away from the
dog. Try out attire in class and get feedback from classmates.
www. canine-freestyle.org

Be careful not to take over the beat of the
music.
Allow time for dog to complete a movement
and get set up before the next movement.
There were some questions asked about the For
Exhibition Only class so I am including a statement for those not clear about it:
For Exhibition Only (FEO) class is an entry offered for a specific level and class. It is for individuals not ready to move up but who want to
continue to gain experience or to try out new
choreography because there are few runthroughs offered in freestyle. The class is not
judged but it is checked by Tally scribes to determine if the exhibitor fulfilled all the requirements
for the level entered. (The only other class that is
not judged is Veterans.) FEO is not intended for
demonstrating exhibitionism or spectacular feats
for the glory of the handler.
Since FEO is a regular class, it follows the
usual order of performance dictated by the CFF
Manual for Competitions, Adjudications and
Matches (available in the Members section of the
web site.). In each level, the routines to be judged
are presented first followed by the FEO routines.
Brace and/ or Team would follow the FEO entries. Class awards for the level are presented
after all entries have performed. As per the CFF
Rulebook, all dogs entered in FEO must have
been previously shown in a CFF titling event.
Ann Holder
Judging Chair

“You have to love dance to stick to it. It gives
you nothing back, no manuscripts to store
away, no paintings to show on walls and
maybe hang in museums, no poems to be
printed and sold, nothing but that single
fleeting moment when you feel alive.
It is not for unsteady souls.”
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Rosie’s World
By LanburRosies Are Red, CD, BN, RE,
THD, CFF lV CFF III-T, CFF II-B

I have decided that I need to broaden my horizons and expand my journalistic talents. I heard
that Barbara Walters retired recently and there
may be an opening for me if I can sharpen my
skills as an interviewer. Well, I’m gonna try
‘cause I’d like to be on The V iew! Recently,
mom, Pande and I went to a place called Winston
-Salem to do our Level IV Brace routine and we
titled. It was very exciting so I thought it would
be fun to interview my mom. So, here goes.
(Rosie) Mom, can you tell
me what things you had to
think about in developing a
freestyle routine for a brace of
beagles instead of choreographing a single dog routine?
(Mom) I had to think about
your individual strengths and
how you do the skills differently, always presenting both
dogs to the judges, and your
different personalities.
(Rosie) Hey mom, wor k with
me here. It’s supposed to be an interview. I need
more than a one sentence answer. Can you expand on that a little?
(Mom) I tr ained the skills individually as you
and Pande were working on your individual titles. That’s what made the brace fun as you both
had so many skills. (Rosie) I bet I had more skills
than Pande!
(Mom) I think you could do wheelies and Pande couldn’t.
(Rosie) I knew it!!
(Mom) And then ther e wer e challenges that
you don’t run into when doing a single dog routine. I always try to show my dogs’ strengths.
However, you and Pande have different strengths
and you do the moves differently.
(Rosie) Yeah, I tr ied to make accommodations
for Pande’s weaknesses.
(Mom)Pande does beautiful backing wher e
she really reaches whereas you don’t cover as
much ground.
(Rosie) Oh, I thought I was per fect.
www. canine-freestyle.org

(Mom) When I tr ied to have you both back in
front of me, you each did it so differently and it
didn’t look good so I decided to do it from thunder position where you were each showcased.
(Rosie) I just know ever yone was looking at
me!
(Mom) Then ther e wer e the later als. You
move more quickly and cover more ground so
that when you were next to Pande, you kept body
-slamming her so I had to put in pauses between
each lateral to keep you out of Pande’s space.
(Rosie) Mom, Pande is getting old- I keep telling you that she is slowing down!
(Mom) Rosie, I’m ignoring that comment. To
continue, when choreographing a single dog routine, the dog is always on the judges’ side but
with a brace, it is common to have a dog on each
side so you do a lot of angling where both dogs
can be seen.
(Rosie) What was your biggest challenge in
working with a brace?
(Mom)This is an easy question. The biggest
challenge was working with two very different
personalities. You, Rosie, are dominating and
complicated, learn quickly, and you are really
pushy.
(Rosie) Yep, it’s all about me!
(Mom) You also need a ver y fir m hand and
stern corrections to get your attention.
(Rosie) No comment!
(Mom)Pande is the exact opposite. She is a
simple, happy little girl, is not too secure or confident in strange situations and learns more slowly. She is very soft and totally falls apart if I even
raise my voice. Therefore, I had to give more attention to her and less to you.
(Rosie) I didn’t like that at all!
(Mom) But you also got away with things because if I corrected you
like I should have, Pande
would run to the corner
because she thought she
had done something
wrong. I finally realized
that after correcting you,
if I continued on with you
in a happy voice Pande
would come back because
she really loves to work.
Another thing to remember is to listen to your
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dog. But this is very important in doing a single
dog routine – it just doubles with a brace.
(Rosie) How did we
help?
(Mom) Well, when I
backed Pande out for you
to run around her I kept
telling her to sit. I had to
say sit twice before she did
it. This went on for several
days and I told my instructor that Pande didn’t want to sit so I let her stand.
She held the stand and was much happier. Another example was where I had sparkles in the
routine. You were sloppy and Pande was confused. I tried this move for about a month and
didn’t see much improvement and noticed that
Pande’s energy was dropping as we approached
that part of the routine. So I threw the sparkles
out and we did one step forward and one lateral
step. You both did that very well and Pande
seemed happy.
(Rosie) Ar e you glad that you wor ked with a
beagle brace?
(Mom) Oh yes! It was challenging but I knew
you two could do it. It stretched my ability to develop choreography and it improved my skills as
a trainer and I strongly encourage other members
to give it a try. It was a very rewarding experience and you and Pande get all the credit.
(Rosie)It is so much fun to wor k with a pair of
beagles!!!!!!
My next interview in this series is with Joan Tennille. I’m gonna ask her about judging a brace.
Do you know that she is the founder of this organization? She’s IMPORTANT so I’m gonna make mom give me a
bath before the interview
(she can skip doing the
nails ‘cause I don’t like
the grinder) and I want
her to buy me a new collar! First impressions are
important. Well, that’s it
from Rosie’s World. See
you next time.

www. canine-freestyle.org

Rosie and Marilyn receive Rosie’s Versatility
Award

“You might ask why I place so much emphasis on the
“live” aspect of performance. I myself have a huge
collection of recording, covering sound archives from
the early decades of the 20th century to the latest state
-of -the-art SACD recordings…. As marvelous as
recordings can be in offering access to artists and
performances that we don’t see here in Australia or to
serve as documents or souvenirs of a great performance, they will never replace live experience—
because you, the audience, are not contributors in the
moment of performance.”
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Lycan’s Lessons Learned

FROM THE BOARD
SLATE OF OFFICERS

By Lycan Nabors
Transcribed by Elaine Nabors

The board approved the slate as presented by the
Nominating Committee, and thanks the committee
members for their service. The nominating committee consisted of Elaine Nabors as the Nominating
Chairman plus Debbie Crain and Marian Hardy.
The following positions are up for election this year
to take office on January 1, 2015

Having just returned from Winston Salem with Lycan, my
8 month old Belgian Tervuren puppy, I decided that I
should help him to communicate some of the lessons that
he found to be particularly interesting and helpful.

The slate consists of:
President: Brandy Jameson
Secretary: Ann Holder
Treasurer: Carl Tennille
Board Membership: Janet Dayton
Board Judges: Kristen Sicotte
Board Communications: Cinda Verbin
Nominations from the floor must be received by the
acting recording secretary by 1 October 2014, and
must be accompanied by a note (email is acceptable)
from the nominee accepting the nomination. Acting
recording secretary is Carl Tennille and may be
reached at ctennille@aol.com . Ballots will be included in the November Paws.

Editor’s Note

For this edition of the Paws to Dance, I solicited
two members to write a particular story for us.
One was Ann Holder’s newest dog’s, Doodle
Bug’s, story of true grit, good luck and love beyond death. The other was Julia Hannigan’s
could-a-should-a-would-a story that ended well
in spite of all the opportunities to go wrong. She
and her mother and her dog, Ladybug traveled all
the way from Massachusetts to have their first
freestyle experience at Retreat 2014. Both ladies
complied promptly. Now, imagine my chagrin
that I cannot make them fit in this issue! Twelve
pages is twelve pages. Look for them next time!

www. canine-freestyle.org

While hotel toilet water is quite refreshing and
delicious, drinking it is frowned upon.
Howling loudly after being left in a hotel room
with an assortment of distractions (gentle music playing, doggie friend in crate in the room
as well, chewy treats, etc) gets you want you
want, your mother returns. She isn’t happy,
but she returns!! Mission accomplished.
Hotel beds are comfy and they are wonderful fun
to leap on and off of, despite being told not
to.
Hotel rooms have penny shaker cans like the ones
that are found at home.
Elevators offer many rewards such as treats,
praise, small children to lick and many, many
people willing to tell you how handsome you
are as they are all trapped in the moving box
with you!
Holding it rather than going potty near the potty
station gets you a longer walk.
If you happen to like the smell of your doggie
roommate’s dog food, hold out and look desperate, you might get to try it instead of having to eat your own food.
Aunties are wonderful. They love you, feed you,
and remind your mommy why you should be
forgiven for some of your mistakes.
Having a doggie roommate is a blast. Play time
happens the moment you’re safely in the hotel room and ends when someone gets too
loud. Play quietly!!!
Goosing someone you just met is frowned upon.
Chewing on auntie’s car seat protection blanket is
greatly frowned upon.
It is important to always wear your seatbelt in the
car and try NOT to chew on it.
Mommy and Aunt Kerri have lots of stuff!!!
Being a demo dog is exhausting!!
Border terriers are great buddies!!
Sleeping in the hotel bed is a perk of good behavior.
Freestyle is about fun and friendship!!
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